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Â Â Â Â Imagine . . . between the visible and the unseen is a guiding force that some call Spirit, the
Holy Will, the Divine, the Field, or Consciousness. Using this card deck by Colette Baron-Reid will
connect you to that larger Consciousness and guide you as you travel along on the journey of your
life. The themes of these 54 cards represent some of the places youâ€™ll visit, the conditions you
may encounter, and the allies and challengers youâ€™ll meet as you navigate a metaphoric map of
your lifeâ€™s journey. The enclosed guidebook will help you ask the right questions and interpret
the messages in your readings.Â Â Â Â The Enchanted Map Oracle Cards were created in order to
empower you to understand the story of your fate, destiny, and free will; and allow you to chart a
course to live a life of deep purpose, true prosperity, and vibrant love. Step into the Enchanted Map
. . . and watch the magic come alive!Â
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It was with great excitement that I opened the delivery box for this deck. I have all of Colette's
oracles, her Avalon deck being my daily go to, and the deck that I use for friends who request
readings. Her cards are always beautiful, with imagery that is unusual and breathtaking, and most of
all, they're spot on!When I got to the Map Oracle box, and lifted the lid, I swear there was almost a
whisper of powerful energy released. The imagery on this deck doesn't fail to impress. Gorgeous
and beautiful, lush and sweet, many of the cards bring a sense of peace.Working with the cards are
easy, the explanations are well written and clear. I love that she always gives enough options to
allow a deeper understanding. I especially liked the new 6 card spread she offers.My only dislike

with this deck is that it, like the Hidden Realms deck, has two meanings per card; regular and
reverse. One of the beauties of her Avalon deck is there is one position, all meanings under one
umbrella, and you have to search for the truth within, trust your vibes and learn your lesson on you
own. It's my preference not to make any of the cards feel derogatory, but just be.Besides my one
dislike, I find this deck, like the Avalon deck, to be in the now, where as Hidden Realms provides
information that is a bit further out on the time line.Thank you, Colette, for another beautiful and
insightful deck!

Hi Customers,This is a great oracle card deck that is based on the concepts that Colette teaches in
her newest book "The Map." The oracle card messages are based on the intra-psyche landscapes
of our thoughts and feelings. Here are some messages that appear in the
deck:MetamorphosisComing ApartThe Golden PalaceIn the UnknownListeningSparkComing To
LifeFlyingGhostlandIn the booklet, Colette provides the meaning of each card and provides a theme
on the message. For example, the card "Spark" means to tap into our higher-self. And the card "The
Golden Palace" represents Wealth and Abundance. I love this deck because of the gentleness of
the card messages. It focuses on the here and now. Colette provides spiritual guidance on how to
master the present moment to manifest great things. The drawings on this deck is amazing.
Beautiful pictures.Love you Colette! Great job!

First i must say that i had my doubts about the set of cards and the book, i have seen many (so
called Oracles written) and frankly some of them left me laughing and down right offended at the
lack of integrity of the work.this deck however will inspire you and lift your intuitive process to new
and amazing heights.The moment i received my deck and companion booklet, i was stunned and
frankly taken aback with the accuracy and insightful personal energy of this set.She makes no
bones about her journey and let me say here that she has truly been down the hard path and made
it back again, she has survived things that most people would have never sprang back from, and
she lived to tell the tale .her informative tenderness and her level of compassion shine through in
this deck and in the book, and let me recommend right here right now, please buy the book and use
it daily it will change your perception of what the cards truly say.The cards themselves are
absolutely beautiful and clear, there isn't a confusing muddle of symbols to interpret nor are there
lists of things to do and ways to do them .she is straight up ,, honest ,, and forthright and says
clearly if you want to heal then do the work , face yourself and get down and get dirty and get with it
.. you wont regret this purchase .. and there it is my humble opinion

I bought these cards with the book and I'm most impressed by what I see. These cards are beautiful
and, while you don't have to purchase both to enjoy, I'm glad that I did. I wanted to read the book
before using the cards but I just couldn't wait. I could almost hear them calling out to me.I'm
discovering so much about myself and I now like the direction my life is taking me. Thank you
Colette for sharing. These cards make a wonderful start of any new day.

I have been working with Colette's Oracle Cards since the first deck was released over 4 years ago.
As a professional intuitive and coach, her two previous decks Wisdom of Avalon and Wisdom of the
Hidden Realms are my "go to decks." I just received this latest deck from Colette Baron-Reid and I
have to say that these are by far the most powerful deck I've ever used. Just the energy on them as
soon as I opened them up was different. Once again, the Oracle Card Faery, that Colette is, has
created a powerful tool for people to use to gain deeper insight into their lives. If you've read the
Map or done work with Colette, you'll appreciate these even more!Like both of Colette's previous
decks, the artwork is absolutely stunning. I happen to know that Colette works closely with the
amazing artist, Jena Dellagrottaglia Maldonado, to create a set of cards that represent her vision of
the symbols and messages that are to be included in each deck. This deck is quite possibly the
most beautiful deck that Colette and Jena have produced to date.The messages of these cards,
although deeply connected to her latest book The Enchanted Map of You as well as her In-Vizion
process, stand alone in their powerful communication of universal concepts of personal and spiritual
growth. The Reversed and Upright messages add both to the richness as well as the power of these
cards.If you're looking for something unique and different to add to your intuitive toolkit, I highly
recommend these Oracle Cards. I'm so excited to work with them with clients and will post an
update as I do. Congratulations, Colette, on another beautiful and powerful tool to support all of us
on our journeys to be the best us we can be. Thank you!
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